**ACCESSIBLE ROUTE**
Wheelchairs are available at the Museum front desk.

**HIGHLIGHTS ROUTE**
If you only have an hour, be sure to see these favorites!

**FAMILY-FRIENDLY ROUTE**
Best route for exploring with your family.

---

**ARTIST** | **TITLE** | **YEAR** | **AUDIO**
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | Bianca Beck | Untitled (3 Pieces) | 2020
2 | John Buck | Dream World | 1988
3 | Fletcher Benton | Don’t with 3 Balls | 2002
4 | Dorothy Dehner | Fortissimo** | 1993
5 | Jim Dine | Two Big Black Hearts | 1985
6 | Carlos Dorrien | Little Red Riding Hood and Other Stories | 2000
7 | Melvin Edwards | Homage to Coss** | 1970
8 | Melvin Edwards | The Promise** | 1966
9 | Melvin Edwards | Before Words** | 1990
10 | Melvin Edwards | In/Out** | 1993/1994
11 | Melvin Edwards | Untitled** | 1993
12 | Melvin Edwards | Song of the Broken Chains** | 2020
13 | Lars Fisk | Street Ball | 1996
14 | Lars Fisk | DeCordova Ball | 1999
15 | Christopher Frost | A Hike from Any Neighbor from Walden** | 1999
16 | DeWitt Godfrey | Lincoln | 2012
17 | Andy Goldsworthy | Watershed | 2019
18 | Antony Gormley | Reflection | 2008
19 | Dan Graham | Crazy Spheron Two Entrances | 2009
20 | George Greenamyer | Mass Art Vehicle | 1970
21 | Ole Halsø | Leh Lhah (Why Not?) | 2015
22 | Josephine Halvorson | Measure (Tree) | 2014
23 | Esther Haus | Hanna (S) | 2015
24 | Dennis Kovel | Migration - Series No.7 | 1976
25 | Rosemary Laing | Process** | 2010
26 | Sol LeWitt | Tower (DC) | 2009
27 | Robert Lobe | Environmental Impact Statement | 1989
28 | Nathan Malaby | Heavy Handled (Red Phase) | 2019
29 | Paul Matisse | The Musical Fence | 1980
30 | Marta Minujin | Nancy | 2013
31 | Dennis Oppenheim | Migration - Series No.7 | 1976
32 | Justin Potterspole | PLATFORM 29** | 2022
33 | Beverly Pepper | Street Presence | 2002
34 | Marianna Pineda | Eve Celebrant | 1991
35 | Reuben Nakian | La chambre a coucher du vambraceur | 1956
36 | William J. O'Brien | Sun & Moon Protector | 2014
37 | William J. O'Brien | Night Protector | 2014
38 | William J. O'Brien | Starfin | 2014
39 | Ellis Osher | Figure from the Sea | 1944
40 | Ismael Pantazopoulos | PLATFORM 29** | 2022
41 | Robert Rauschenberg | Silk-screened Canvas | 1992
42 | Robert Rauschenberg | Eve Celebrant | 1991
43 | Reuben Nakian | La chambre a coucher du vambraceur | 1956
44 | Richard Rosenblum | Venus of Willendorf | 2000
45 | Robert Schalk | Time at the Museum | 2002
46 | Ed Shaw | Arabian-Gyro | 1997
47 | Kenneth Snelson | Biggles Fork | 1947
48 | Kenneth Snelson | Horse X | 1997
49 | Kitty Stack | Hard Cover | 2001
50 | Joseph Wheeler | Listening Stones | 1999
51 | John Wilson | Eternal Presence | 1987
52 | Isaac Witkin | Jacob's Dream | 1986

---

*To hear artists discuss their works, call 781-257-6009 and follow the prompts using the three digit numbers listed above.

**New/Returning to the Park, Summer/Fall 2022**
Design by Opus Design
IMPORTANT REMINDERS

ALL HOURS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
Please consult the website before your visit.

SCULPTURE IS FRAGILE
Please do not touch or climb on the art.

DOGS ARE WELCOME OUTDOORS
Please leash and clean up after your dogs.

ENJOY A SNACK
Only outdoors.

SHARE YOUR VISIT
Post your photos on social media using the hashtag #decordova.

PHOTOGRAPHY IS ENCOURAGED
Please turn off camera flash indoors.

WALK INDOORS
Please do not run in the galleries.

AUDIO TOUR 🎧

CELL PHONE AUDIO TOUR
To hear artists discuss their works, call 781.257.6009 and enter the 3-digit codes listed on the opposite side of the map. The audio tour can also be accessed on the mobile website.

MOBILE WEBSITE
Visit decordova.oncell.com or scan for themed self-guided tours, interactive maps, and more information on the sculptures in the Park.

EXHIBITIONS

MUSEUM
New England Triennial 2022
April 8, 2022–September 11, 2022

UPCOMING
New Formations
October 7, 2022–March 23, 2023
Downstream
October 7, 2022–March 23, 2023

COMING TO THE PARK SPRING 2022
Melvin Edwards, Brighter Days
Through May 2023
PLATFORM 29: Ioanna Pantazopoulou
Through Summer 2023
PLATFORM 30: Rosemary Laing, Prowse
Through June 2023

LEARN AND ENGAGE

PROCESS GALLERY AND THE LAB
Interactive exploration of the artists and ideas on view. Museum third and fourth floors.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Visit thetrustees.org/decordova for details about this season’s virtual and in-person programs for families and adults, including workshops, artist talks, tours, special events, and more.

To enhance your exploration, look for making prompts on signs throughout the Park or download our Free Scavenger Hunt for the Senses, designed for visitors of all ages!

CONTACT
51 Sandy Pond Road, Lincoln, MA 01773
thetrustees.org/decordova | 781.259.8355
deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum